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Zitat von Pharaoh 

It seems, there was a big misunderstanding in that thread and in your perception of the
AIC. There no "Veto" in the AIC. The idea is, to find together the most logical
explanation of a new country's location. And a Scandinavian country in the southern
hemisphere is due to already Scandinavian countries in the north not logical. Mr.
Grimmberg explained that to you in a really clear and not aggressive way. He even
regretted the lost possibility of a culture liaison if Saeominen would settle in the south. I
don't see your problem in that discussion.
____________________________
Mz arguments FOR..a Scandinavian Nation in the south where equaly valid.
See the Brits in the Falklands, Australia,etc.
See the White in S. Africa.
The AIC world is NOT earth far from that so why try to mimic earth.
The Saeominen forum playes a scandinavian nation on the fringes of the south
pole..not somewhere else THAT is the point from where I started and this is still the
simulation field in wich Saeominen operates..
It isn`t logical that a mapping organisation wants to tell a Nation where to simulate..a
mapping organisation makes MAPS..not POLETIC`s....

The orthography is always tricky. Some people don't care about, how their writing
partners write as long it is readable, but some people find it rather rude, if somebody
not even tries to write correctly. Nobody really bashes you or your mates, if you do
some mistakes or typos. These things happen. But some feel offended, if you're
screaming for your right to write, like you want. Since your attitude is rather a "We are
always discriminated, you Nazis!" (so it seems to me) instead of trying to get along,
you shouldn't wonder, that your reputation is quite low. Orthography rules don't exist
for fun, but to make understanding each other easier. And, although most wouldn't
agree openly here, but your and Mrs. Pekkulainas postings are sometimes hard to
understand. I don't have any prejudices against you, but it would help you, if you and
Mrs. Pekkulaina would cool down a bit and try to write at bit clearer. You will see, that
the others will react much more nicer then. 
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___________________________________________
I havn`t used the word "Nazi " nor did I generalisize all Germans in the sence of "You
are all"etc.
The fact that many have the idea that all foreigners see Germans as Nazies might be
true but I do happen to have my own upinion.
We never screamed anything..we just wanted to be regarded as anyone else wich if
you read my linked posts simply wasn`t poss.
As far as cooling down ,be so kind to explane what you mend with that I fail to see
where I have been "overheated" I don`t speak for miss Katii here...
The topic "mastering German" and the degree in wich I do or not is totaly irrelevant for
if one doesn`t want to read my post one simply refuses to, there is also the way
:"Would you pleace refrase?" or the PN box.
Claudius once sayed "It matters not how , but what it is you say!" re translated to the
simulations: It maters not if my sim post are in correckt German or not ,it maters that
my simulation is good and working out well bothway`s
Voila for what it`s worth.

Alles anzeigen 

___________________________________________
Bitte entschuldige platzmeister aber der herr war so net mich auf Englisch an zu schreiben und
es wäre zeugend von schlechte sitten und anstandlosigkeit hätte ich anderswie geantwortet.
T.
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